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Abstract. This paper establishes the 
lations of finite planar point sets. 
possrbility of performing certain transformations of triangu- 
5 1. Introduction 
The purpose of this note is to establish a theorem asserting the pus- 
sibility of performing certain transformations of finite points sets jn the 
plane. 
In 5 2 we indicate the context in which this problem arose and the 
types of applications in which this theorem might be useful. We do not 
discuss any complete solution lalgorithms for the general problems men- 
tioned in 8 2. 
In 5 5 3 and 4 we introduce preliminary definitions. The theorem is 
stated in 5 5 and its proof is given in 5 5 6-9. 
The theorem in 5 5 was considered by Lawsom and Weingarten in 
1965 [ ! ,3] but the proof which we had in mind at that time was sorne- 
what obscure. Recent discussions with A.R. Curtis, R. Fletche:, M. J.B. 
Powell and J.K. Reid of the Atomic Energy Research Establishment. 
arwell, England, led to the notion of a reference triangulation (see 
5 $ 6 and 7) and to the proof of ,the thearem given in this note. 
* This paper presents the results of one phase of research carried out at th.e Jet Propulsion Lab- 
orate y, California Institute of Technology, under Contract NAS7-100, sponsored by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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$2. Motivation 
There are a number of computational problems in which data are avail- 
able as a set of triples (x, yi, Zi), i = 1, . . . . FPI, which are to be regarded 
as sample values of an unknown Ifunction z =Jf(x, y), and one wishes to 
use these data to estimate certain properties off. Examples would include 
interpolation, quadrature, and the construction of contour plots. 
If the points (Xi, ,Yi) are lattice points of some regular grid (e.g., rec- 
tangular, triangular, polar etc.) then there are systematic ways to attack 
these problems. 
For thf contrary case a variety of approaches has been described in 
the literaure and probably many other techniques have been developed 
and not published. As one approach to this problem one could introduce 
connect ing line segments between certain of the data points (Xi, yi) pro- 
ducingal covering of the data region by polygons (most likely triangles). 
The function f could then be defined within each polygon in terms of 
the data at the vertices of the polygon. It was consideration of methods 
of this type which led to the theorem of this paper. 
Generally there are many ways in which ~1 network of triangles can be 
dXavvn using a given finite point set as the vertices. Suppose one prefers 
fat triangles I:O slender cries. Then one might introduce the nondimen- 
sional ratio Y := (perimet+ /area as a cost function for a triangle, with 
the idea that triangles with smaller values of r are preferred. One could 
then assign a cost, R, to a particular triangulation of a finite point set as 
the sum (or maximum, etc.) of values of r for all triangles in the triangu- 
lation. 
In considering possible iterative approaches to minimizing R over the 
set of all triangulations of a given finite point set, one arrives at the ques- 
tion: Is there some simple way of transforming one triangulation to 
another such that any triangulation can eventually be transformed to 
any other triangulation Pay a finite number of these simple transforma- 
tions? The answer to this question :is affirmative and is lare subject of 
our theorem. 
8 3. Notation and terminology 
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We shall be concerned with finite sets of points in cuclidean z-space, 
and with the convex hulls of such sets. The convex hull of a set of points 
is the smallest convex region containing it. If we use a symbol such as S 
to denote a finite point set then we will use the phras,es: boundary points 
of S (denoted by S), interior points of S, or extreme points of S, to mean 
points of S which are respectively on the boundary of the convex hull of 
S, not on this boundary, or extreme points of the convex hul% of S. For 
convex polygonal regions, an extreme point is simply a boundary point 
at which the interior angle of the boundary is less than X. 
IJse will be made of the observation that if p is an extreme point of 
S, and q and r are any other points of S, then the interior angle at p of 
the triangle qpr is less than 1~. 
A line segment joining two points of S and not containing any other 
points of S will be callled a basic line segment. A nondegenerate riangle 
whose sides are basic line segments and which contains no points of S 
other than those at its three vertices will be called a bmk trhrgle. 
A configuration obtained by introducing basic line segments in such 
a way that the convex hull of S is covered by contiguous, nonovcrlap- 
ping basic triangles will be called a trimzgulation of S. This definition 
does not apply to the special case in which all points of S are collinear. 
In that case the configuration obtained by introducing basic line seg- 
ments between each pair of adjacent points will be called a triangula- 
lion of S. 
Suppose that Q of the points of S are interior points and fi are in S 
Then it is known [ 21 that if the points of S are not all collinear, any 
triangulation of s will contain 2@ + 3ar - 3 basic line segments and 
/3 + 2a - 2 basic triangles. 
94. An exchange 
Let p, 4, F’ and s be four points “In a finice pGnt set S. Let T denote 
a triangulation of S and suppose pq~ and rsp are two basic triangles of 
T with common side rp (see fig. 1 (a)). If, in the quadrilateral pqrs, the 
krterior angles qrs and spq are each less than n then it is possible to 
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I ig. 1. ilhwration of ana exchmg$. (a) Before exchange. (b) After exchange. 
f~~=rn i;p different triangulation of 5 by removing the segment rp and in- 
serting the segment 4s. This replaces the triangles pqr and rsp by the 
triangic;s qrs and spq. This transformation will be called and e&range. 
8 5 Statement of the theorem 
Theorem. Givert any two triangulatisns Qf S, say T’ and T”, there ex- 
ist a (finite) sequence of exchmges by which T’ can be trmsformed 
T”. 
to 
This theorem will be proved by sllowing that for a given set, S, a 
particulxr triangulation called a reference triangulation can be defined, 
and an;!’ given triangulation can be transformed to this reference trian- 
gulatioll by a finite sequence of exchanges. Since exchanges are revers- 
ible, th:is suffices to prove the theorem. 
56. A ~eferefwe numbering 
Vie w&h to assign an ordering to the points of S and to an associated 
nested wquence of subsets of S. s uppose S consists of m poinis. Define 
For I: = OI, m-- 1) ~12-2, . . . . 1: pie. k any extreme point Of Si calling that 
point or,! and the remaining subset Si_l : 
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Pi = an extrtme point Of Si , 
s i-1 =Si\ipi} l 
Mote that for each i, Si consists of the points pi, j = 1, ..‘, i, and further- 
more the pointspi, i-z it 1, i+ 2, ..*, nz , are strictly outCie the convex 
hull Of Si. 
3 7. A reference triangulation 
Assume that a reference numbering has been assigned to S Then the 
reference triangulation T2 of S2 is defined by inserting the basic line 
segment plp2. For i = 3,4, . . . . yp2, define the reference triangulation Tj 
of Si to be the reference triangulation Ti_1 of Sj_1 plus basic line seg- 
ments connecting the point pi to each accessible point of Si_l . A point 
pi of Si_ 1 is accessible to pi if the segment pipi is a basic line segment 
and does not cross the existing boundary line segments of the tr%qgu- 
lation Ti_1. 
The triangulation Tm is the reference triangulation for S. It is uniq- 
uely determined by the reference numbering but, of course, the refe- 
rence numbering enerally is not unique for a given point set S. 
5 8. Transforming an arbitrary triangulation 
to the reference triangulation 
Suppose the points of S are given a reference numbering, and let T 
denote the associated reference triangulation. Suppose T’ is a different 
triangulation of S. We will describe how T’ can be transformed to T by 
a sequence of exchanges. 
The plan is to make such exchanges as are necessary tc assure that 
the appropriate line segments are connected to the point r,,;. then the 
same can be done for pm _1 ,, pm __2, etc. Suppose this plan is being fol- 
lowed and that all connections to pm, pm _l, . . . . pi+l have been made 
as in T. We now consider th.e point pi. 
In considering pi we can restrict our attention to connecGons with 
other points in Si since all necessary connections of pi to points nor in 
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Fig, 2. Ulustratiorr of the sets X, Y and 2. X = {ql, . . . . <!,} , Y = {ql, l ., q5) ,z = (F;, (I~, .. . . (15) . 
The points q,, , pip and q, are consecu the boundary points of Sk The points Q, , Q*, ad q1 are 
conmutive boundary points of Si_1. 
Si have allready been made. Since the segments connecting pi tc points 
outside Sj! lie outside the convex hull of Sip it follows that further ex- 
changes involving only points in Si will not affect any of these :segments. 
If Si is collinear then the transformation is finished, since there is only 
one triangulation possible for Si. Otherwise, by temporary rela’:Jeling 
we can sa:y that the points Of Si_ l to which pi is psesentiy eormected 
constitute an ordered set X = @, q2, . . . . qnl where Q and qn are 
boundary points of botllil Si and Si_1 and the points qj, J 1, . . . . . n are 
ordered counterclockwise about pi. Note that qn, pr, and cl1 are succes- 
sive points on the bounCary of Si. Fig. 2 may be helpful in considering 
the set X ,and its subsets which we will be discus&;:. 
To achieve the connections required for T, point pi must be lzonnect- 
ed to ah of the accessible points of St-1 and to no ether points of Si_t . 
e will show in Lemma 1 that the set X contains a3 of the points of 
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Fig. 3. Illustration for Lemma 1. 
$_I which are accessible to pi. Thus it is only necessary to execute ex- 
changes which disconnect pi from those points of X which are not mem- - 
bers of St_ 1. In $9 we will describe a procedure (Procedure A) by which 
the number of such unwanted connections can be reduced by one. Re- 
peated execution of Procedure A will therefore eventually remove all 
such connections. 
Lemma 1. The set X contains all of the points of S,_l which are acces- 
sible to pi. 
Roof. Suppose Lemma 1 is false and that there is a point s in $i_ I 
which is accessible to pi but is not in the set X, i.e., s is not connected 
to pi. In the counterclockwise ordering of points of X around pi, the 
point s must fall strictly between some adjacent pair of points qjqj+l 
of the set X (see fig. 3). 
Because qj and qj+t are adjacent points of X they must be connected 
to each other. Since s is not connected to pi, it must be blocked from 
such a connection by the line segment qjqj+r, i.e., s and pi must be str%.ct- 
ly on the opposite sides of the line segment qjqj+l. Let a denote Uhe in- 
tersection point Of the lines lJjqj+l and SI;‘~. The line Spi must intersect 
boundary line segments of Si_ 1 either at a or betwcen!a nd pi* 
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In either ca3e such an intersection contradicts the hypothesis ‘Ihat s is 
accessible to pi. This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
59. Procedure A 
Let Y denote a contiguous ordered subset of S, say Y = t qu, qu + 1, . . . . 
qJ , with 1 5 u < u <_ n, such that qt, and qv are in Si_1 while all qj 
with u < j < u are in the interior off Si_1. 
Let 2 = Y U (p,} . The boundary of 2 contains the points pi, qU and 
qv. It alsc- contains at least one of [the points qj, u < j < U, since all of 
thiese points lie strictly on the opposite side of the line ququ from the 
point pi (because qU qv is a boundary segment of Si_1, pi is strictly out- 
3icie the convex hull of Si_1, and the points qi, u C j < u, are interior 
element3 Of Si_ 1 $. At least one of the points qj, u < j < u, must in fact 
be an extreme point of 2 since these points are not collinear with qu 
and qu. Let qk be such1 an ex1:reme point. 
The point pi is also an extreme point of 2 since pi is an ex?rcme 
point of S, and 2 C Sg., Since pi and qk are each extreme points of 2, 
the interier angies at pi and at qk in ;he quadrilateral, Piqk__l qkqk+l 
are each less than 7~. 
Thus it is possible to execute an exchange in the quadrilateral 
pi4k-lqk4k+1 removing the basic line segment &qk and introducing 
the basic line sement qa_ l qk+ 1 . 
This verifies the effectiveness of Pfocedui*e A and thus completes 
the proof of the Theorem. 
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